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Abstract 
Objective: An important property of vitamin D is its ability to induce the 
antimicrobial peptide, LL-37, a human cathelicidin. LL-37 also promotes innate 
immunity, reduces levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, and stimulates 
proliferation and migration of epithelial cells. Despite its beneficial effects, vitamin 
D can cause hypercalcemia. In this study, effects of vitamin D and a non-calcemic 
vitamin D analog on gingival epithelial cell proliferation and LL-37 production, and 
in an in vitro wound healing model, were determined. 

Methods: Human gingival epithelial cells were exposed to vitamin D [1,25(OH)2 
D3] or an analog [20(OH)D3]. Effects on cell viability (activity of a mitochondrial 
enzyme), proliferation (incorporation of BrdU into DNA) and LL-37 production (by 
ELISA) were determined, and effects on wound healing were evaluated in vitro via 
a “scrape” wound healing model. Data were analyzed using ANOVA and Scheffe’s 
F procedure for post hoc comparisons.

Results: Vitamin D and the analog had no significant effect on viability, and both 
increased LL-37 production. Vitamin D, but not the analog, increased proliferation 
(~50% increase; p<0.03). Neutralizing anti-LL-37 did not significantly alter 
proliferation. Vitamin D and the analog significantly increased the rate of in vitro 
wound closure, which was not affected by the presence of the neutralizing LL-
37 antibody, indicating other mechanisms besides LL-37 were responsible for the 
increase rate of wound closure. 

Conclusion: While vitamin D and the vitamin D analog increased production of 
LL-37 20-30%, the increased rates of in vitro wound closure caused by vitamin D 
and the analog, and stimulation of cell proliferation by vitamin D, probably occur 
through mechanisms other than LL-37 production.
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Introduction
A variety of pathways for the “perioprotective” function of vitamin 
D have been elucidated. An important property of vitamin D is its 
ability to induce the antimicrobial peptide, human cathelicidin 
LL-37 [1-3], and increase expression of the genes coding for 
microbial pattern recognition receptors [4]. LL-37 has the ability 
to eliminate microbes through diverse mechanisms, which 
might play a key role in restricting the development of resistant 

bacterial strains [5]. In addition to its anti-microbial activities, 
LL-37 has been demonstrated to elicit a plethora of pleiotropic 
effects. LL-37 has the ability to strengthen the innate barrier, 
reduce pro-inflammatory cytokines, and stimulate proliferation 
and migration of epithelial cells [5,6]. LL-37 has also been 
reported to inhibit in vitro osteoclastogenesis and down-regulate 
expression of osteoclast genes [7]. Monocytes, neutrophils 
and subsets of T lymphocytes have chemotactic receptors that 
respond to LL-37 [8]. LL-37 induces proliferation and migration 
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of human epithelial cells and enhances activities which promote 
wound healing [8-10]. The topical use of vitamin D in psoriasis 
(chronic inflammatory skin disease) has been shown to increase 
LL-37 levels and suppress the production of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines IL-12/23, IL-1α, IL-1β, and TNF-α [11].

A potential role of vitamin D in periodontal health is supported 
by many different findings. Variant polymorphisms of the 
vitamin D receptor gene are associated with an increased risk for 
periodontal disease and tooth loss [1,12]. Patients with sufficient 
serum baseline values of vitamin D had significantly better 
clinical attachment gains and pocket depth reductions following 
periodontal surgery when compared to patients who had lower 
baseline values of vitamin D [13]. McMahon et al. using the 
active form of vitamin D, found that increasing its concentration 
was directly related to an increase in the amount of human 
cathelicidin LL-37 produced by gingival epithelial cells. Incubation 
of these cells in the presence of vitamin D with the periodontal 
pathogen, Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitans, led to a 
significant increase in antibacterial activity [14].

In longitudinal studies, patients taking supplemental doses 
of vitamin D were found to have better periodontal clinical 
parameters than those not taking vitamin D supplements 
[15-17]. These patients had been taking supplements for an 
average of 10 years, and they had statistically significantly 
improved probing depths, less attachment loss and less 
bone loss than those patients not taking supplementation. 
All this emerging evidence suggests that vitamin D has an 
important role in influencing the immune response, wound 
repair, and antimicrobial activity, which may prove beneficial 
in the management of chronic inflammatory diseases, such as 
periodontitis. Vitamin D may prove efficacious as an adjunct 
to traditional periodontal therapy due to its ability to induce 
LL-37 production in periodontal tissue.

Preliminary evidence for the effect of vitamin D deficiency 
on periodontal surgery outcomes demonstrated less clinical 
attachment gain after surgery compared with control patients 
[13]. Other studies showed that vitamin D and vitamin D 
analogs were actually anti-proliferative agents and may be 
useful in anti-cancer therapy [18-20]. These differences may 
be due to the local environment, the concentration of vitamin 
D being used, and the effects on multiple cellular functions.

Vitamin D, despite its well-demonstrated beneficial properties, 
can cause hypercalcemia [21], but there are analogs, including 
20hydroxyD3 (20D3), which are equally as potent as vitamin D 
but do not cause hypercalcemia [22,23]. The purpose of this 
study was to determine potential benefits of vitamin D and the 
non-calcemic 20D3 vitamin D analog on oral wound healing, 
via production of LL-37. The amount of LL-37 produced by a 
gingival epithelial cell line was measured following in vitro 
stimulation with vitamin D or 20D3, and the effects of both 
on proliferation and in vitro wound healing, via LL-37, were 
evaluated. The hypothesis tested was that vitamin D and 20D3 
regulate gingival epithelial cell function through the induction 
of LL-37 which may facilitate oral wound healing.

Materials and Methods
Human gingival epithelial cell line

Human gingival epithelial cells (S-G) [24] were obtained from Dr. 
Kasten's FH, East Tennessee State University, Quillen College of 
Medicine, Johnson City, TN [25-27]. These cells have been used 
in several published studies [28-32]. The cells were grown in 
Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; Gibco; Grand Island 
NY), supplemented with 10% (v/v) newborn calf serum (NCS) 
(Gibco) and 100 μg/ml gentamicin (Sigma-Aldrich; St. Louis, MO) 
(termed growth medium) at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 
5% CO2 in air.

Vitamin D, vitamin D analog, and anti-LL-37
1,25(OH)2D3 and the analog, 20(OH)D3, were kindly provided by 
Dr. Slominski (University of Tennessee Health Science Center, 
Memphis TN). Vitamin D or the analog (5 µg) were solubilized 
in absolute ethanol to make 0.1 mM stock solutions, and 
then stored at -80°C. Neutralizing anti-human LL-37 (mouse 
monoclonal antibody, IgG1, low endotoxin) was obtained from 
Hycult Biotech Inc., (Plymouth Meeting, PA), and an isotype 
control mouse monoclonal antibody was obtained from R&D 
Systems (Minneapolis, MN).

Effect of vitamin D and vitamin D analog on cell 
viability
Effects of vitamin D and vitamin D analog on S-G epithelial cell 
viability were assessed by determining their effects on the ability 
of the cells to cleave the tetrazolium salt (3-[4, 5-dimethylthiazol-
2-yl]-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide) (MTT) to a formazan dye, 
using a kit from Boehringer Mannheim Corp. (Indianapolis, IN). 
These solutions were made by diluting stock vitamin D or analog 
solutions in DMEM containing 100 µg/ml gentamicin (DMEM-
gent) so that the final ethanol concentration was 1%. To obtain 
conditioned media, the cells were seeded at 2.5 × 104 cells/well 
in 96-well plates, in growth medium and cultured for 48 hours 
at 37°C to achieve complete attachment and spreading of the 
cells. The growth medium was then removed, and the wells were 
washed once with PBS and then DMEM-gent with or without 
vitamin D or the vitamin D analog (0.1 nM-1 µM; final ethanol 
concentration: 1%) was added. Control medium was DMEM-gent 
containing 1% ethanol. After an exposure period of 6 days, MTT 
was added to the cells at a final concentration of 0.5 mg/ml and 
incubated for 4 hr at 37°C. Purple formazan crystals produced 
from the MTT by metabolically active cells were solubilized by 
overnight exposure to a solubilization solution provided in the kit, 
at 37°C. Absorbance was read at 540 nm using a microtiter plate 
spectrophotometer (SPECTROstarNano; BMG Labtech GmbH; 
Offenburg, Germany). Results were expressed as % control (A540nm 
in cells exposed to DMEM-gent only).

LL-37 production
Production of LL-37 was measured in S-G-conditioned media 
using a commercially available ELISA kit (Hycult Biotech). To 
obtain conditioned media, the cells were seeded at 2.0 × 105 
cells/well in 24 well plates, in growth medium and cultured for 
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48 hours at 37°C to achieve complete attachment and spreading 
of the cells. The growth medium was then removed, and the 
wells washed once with PBS and then DMEM-gent with or 
without vitamin D or the vitamin D analog (0.1 nM-100 nM; final 
ethanol concentration: 1%) was added. Control medium was 
DMEM-gent and 1% ethanol. After incubation for 1-6 days, the 
cell supernatants were harvested and assayed for LL-37, per the 
procedure outlined in the kit. The sensitivity of this ELISA is 0.1 
± ng/ml.

Cell proliferation
Proliferation was determined by measuring the incorporation of 
5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine (BrdU) into cellular DNA. This technique 
is based on the incorporation of the pyrimidine analogue BrdU 
instead of thymidine into the DNA of proliferating cells. After it is 
incorporated into DNA, BrdU is detected by immunoassay, using a 
colorimetric BrdU Cell Proliferation ELISA (Boehringer Mannheim 
Corp., Indianapolis, IN). S-G cells (2.0 × 103) were seeded into 
wells of 96-well plates, and cells were cultured in growth medium 
for 48 h at 37°C to achieve complete attachment and spreading 
of the cells. This medium was removed and serum-free DMEM-
gent was added and incubated for 24 hr to render the cells 
synchronous and quiescent (G0-arrested) [33]. The medium was 
then removed and DMEM-gent containing 0.1% NCS and vitamin 
D or the analog were added to the cells for 4 days (so that the final 
concentration of EtOH was 1%). Control medium was DMEM-
gent containing 0.1% NCS and 1% EtOH. BrdU was then added 
to the cells and incubated for 4 hr. The cells were fixed and their 
DNA denatured to improve the accessibility of the incorporated 
BrdU for detection by an anti-BrdU peroxidase-conjugated 
monoclonal antibody (which has no cross-reactivity with any 
endogenous cellular components such as thymidine, uridine, or 
DNA). Peroxidase substrate was added, and the colored reaction 
product measured by determining absorbance at 450 nm using 
a microtiter plate spectrophotometer. The absorbance values 
directly correlate to the amount of DNA synthesis and thereby to 
the number of proliferating cells. The data were expressed as % 
control (Abs. 450 nm in cells exposed to DMEM-gent containing 
0.1% NCS and 1% EtOH).

Effects of neutralizing anti-LL-37 on proliferation
S-G cells (2.0 × 103) were seeded into wells of 96-well plates, and 
cells were cultured in growth medium for 48 h at 37°C to achieve 
complete attachment and spreading of the cells. This medium was 
removed and serum-free DMEM-gent was added and incubated 
for 24 h to render the cells synchronous and quiescent. The 
medium was then removed and DMEM-gent containing 0.1% NCS 
and vitamin D or the analog (1 × 10-8 M), with or without neutralizing 
anti-LL-37 or the isotype control antibody, were added to the cells 
for 4 days. Final EtOH concentration in these solutions was 1%, and 
control cultures were exposed to DMEM-gent containing 0.1% NCS 
and 1% EtOH. Some cultures were exposed to neutralizing LL-37 or 
control antibody only. In all cultures, final ethanol concentration was 
1%. Antibodies were added in estimated 6-, 10-, or 20-fold molar 
excess (~1.3 x 10-9 M, 2.2 x 10-9 M, and 4.4 × 10-9 M, respectively) over 
LL-37 levels [estimated based on previous experiments (above)]. 
After this incubation period, BrdU was added and the assay was 

carried out as described above.

In vitro wound assay
Wound assays were performed as previously described [8,34,35] 
in order to assess the effects of vitamin D and the analog on the 
migration potential of S-G cells. Briefly, S-G cells were grown to 
confluency in growth medium to create monolayers in 24-well 
tissue culture plates. Cells were serum starved with DMEM-
gent containing 0.1% NCS for 4 hours after reaching confluency 
and then a wound was created in each well with a sterile 200 
μL pipet tip. The wounded monolayers were washed twice with 
phosphate-buffered saline in order to remove any detached or 
loose cells. The cells were then treated with 10 nM of vitamin 
D or the analog in combination with a neutralizing antibody or 
the isotype control antibody at 37°C and 5% CO2 in DMEM-gent 
containing 0.1% NCS for 12 hours. A time lapse microscope (Zeiss 
AXIO Observer Z1, Zeiss 102404853, Jena, Germany) was used for 
the wound assays. The 24-well plates were placed on a motorized 
stage equipped with an environmental chamber and maintained 
at 37°C and 5% CO2. Time-lapse images were collected with 
an Axio Cam MRC camera every 30 minutes using the Zeiss 
AxioVision software (Zeiss). Images were compiled to generate 
QuickTime movies. The same fields of the wound margin were 
photographed and compared at the different time points, during 
the 12-hour viewing period, and the distance covered by the cells 
in the wound area was calculated for each condition using Image 
1.38 J × software (NIH; Bethesda, MD). Wound assay experiments 
were repeated three times with duplicate samples for each 
condition.

Statistical analysis
All experiments were performed with triplicate samples, unless 
otherwise noted. Data values are expressed as mean ± standard 
deviation and analyzed using a one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA), and multivariate analysis variance (MNOVA), and 
Scheffe’s F procedure for post hoc comparisons, using StatView® 
software. Two blinded examiners (AN and AK) measured the 
distance travelled by the S-G cells in the wound assays and 
the intra- and inter-examiner reliability was assessed with the 
intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) using the IBM® SPSS® 
statistics software (Version 22). The intraexaminer reliability for 
the assessment of the distance travelled by the S-G cells at 6 and 
12 hours was 0.940 [95% confidence interval (CI) 0.731-0.988] 
for blinded examiner AN. The interexaminer reliability for the 
assessment of the distance travelled by the S-G cells at 6 and 12 
hours was 0.91 (95% CI 0.658-0.976) between examiners AN and 
AK.

Results
Effects of vitamin D and vitamin D analog on cell 
viability 
The effects of vitamin D and the vitamin D analog on cell viability 
were measured before determining their effects on other cellular 
functions. Exposure of S-G epithelial cells to both vitamin D and 
the analog at concentrations from 0.1 nM to 1 µM for 6 days 
had no significant effect on cell viability (Figure 1). While there 
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Effect of Vitamin D and Vitamin D Analog on Cell Viability. 
Cells were seeded at 2.5 × 104 cells/well in 96 well plates 
in growth medium. After 48 hr incubation at 37°C to 
achieve complete attachment and spreading of the cells, 
the medium was removed, the wells were washed with 
PBS, and vitamin D or the analog in serum-free DMEM-
gent was added and incubated for 6 days. Cytotoxicity 
was determined by measuring effect on the ability of 
the cells to cleave the tetrazolium salt MTT to a colored 
formazan dye. Absorbance was read at 540 nm using a 
microtiter plate spectrophotometer. Results of multiple 
experiments with triplicate samples were expressed as 
% control (A540nm in cells exposed to DMEM-gent only) + 
standard deviation.

Figure 1

 

Effects of vitamin D and vitamin D analog on LL-37 
production. Production of LL-37 was measured in S-G-
conditioned media using ELISA. The cells were seeded at 
2.0 × 105 cells/well in 24-well plates in growth medium 
and cultured for 48 hours at 37°C to achieve complete 
attachment and spreading of the cells. The medium was 
removed, the cells were washed with PBS, and then 
DMEM-gent, with or without vitamin D or the analog (0.1-
100 nM) was added. After 6-day incubation, amounts of 
LL-37 in the cell supernatants were measured by ELISA. 
Results of multiple experiments with triplicate samples 
were expressed as % control ± standard deviation.

Figure 2

 

was a trend of increasing activity with increased concentrations, 
these changes did not reach statistical significance. IC50 values for 
vitamin D and the analog were >1 µM. Previously, it was found 
that ethanol at ≤ 2.5% had no significant effect on S-G viability S. 
(Cho, D. Tipton, M. Dabbous, unpublished studies). We also tested 
DMEM containing 1% ethanol in the present study for effects on 
cell viability, and again, it did not have significant effects (data not 
shown). Therefore, in subsequent experiments, vitamin D and 
analog stock solutions made in absolute ethanol at 100x strength 
and diluted 1:100 in medium, so that the cells were exposed to 
1% ethanol. Control media also contained 1% ethanol.

Effects of vitamin D and vitamin D analog on LL-
37 production 
Control cultures of S-G cells produced 839 ± 20 pg/ml LL-37 
after 6 days in culture. The effects of vitamin D and the analog, 
at concentrations of 0.1 nM to 100 nM, are shown in Figure 2, 
which shows the results of multiple experiments, expressed as 
percent control. While most concentrations of vitamin D and the 
analog increased LL-37 production in the range of 20-30%, these 
increases did not reach statistical significance. Similar results 
were seen at exposure times of 1 and 3 days (data not shown).

Effects of vitamin D, vitamin D analog and 
neutralizing anti-LL-37 on proliferation
Vitamin D and the analog (0.1 nM -100 nM) were tested for their 
effects on S-G proliferation by measuring incorporation of BrdU into 
DNA (Figure 3). Concentrations of vitamin D from 0.1 nM to 10 nM 
increased proliferation, with a maximum at 10 nM (~50% increase; 
p<0.03), but the highest concentration caused ~15% decrease in 
proliferation, which was not significantly different from control. In 

contrast, the vitamin D analog caused no change or decreases in 
proliferation (~10-20%), which were not significant.

The effects of a neutralizing monoclonal antibody specific for 
human LL-37 (and an isotype control antibody) are shown in Figure 
4. In these experiments, the cells were exposed to 10 nM vitamin 
D or analog, with or without the antibodies. In the presence of 
20-fold molar excess anti-LL-37, there was no significant effect of 
the neutralizing antibody or the isotype control on proliferation 
(Figure 4). This was also true when the antibody was tested at 
6-fold and 10-fold molar excess (data not shown).

In vitro wound assay
The results of the wound assay for gingival epithelial cell migration 
with vitamin D or the analog with and without the neutralizing 
antibody and the isotype control antibody, are shown in Figure 5 
(normalized data shown from three independent experiments). 
Both time and treatment had a statistically significant effect 
on the distance travelled by S-G epithelial cells (p<0.001 and 
p<0.05 respectively). No difference was detected between 
all the vitamin D or the analog treatment modalities with or 
without the neutralizing antibody. The distance travelled with 
all the treatments of vitamin D and the analog were statistically 
significantly increased (p<0.05) at 12 hours compared to the 
ethanol control (approximately 3.36 fold). Although all treatments 
resulted in increased distance travelled by the S-G cells at 6 hours 
compared to the ethanol control (by approximately 3.03 fold), 
only the vitamin D analog group with the neutralizing antibody 
reached statistical significance at 6 hours (p<0.05).

Discussion
Vitamin D and the vitamin D analog both stimulated LL-37 
production by the S-G epithelial cells used in this study. Studies 
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have shown that vitamin D exerts its effects on many tissues 
throughout the body because nearly every tissue displays the 
vitamin D receptors [36]. LL-37 is known to have a pleiotropic effect 
and has variety of physiological functions, including antimicrobial 
activity [5,6,14], strengthening the innate barrier [5], inhibiting 

osteoclastogenesis [7], suppressing pro-inflammatory cytokines, 
and enhancing anti-inflammatory markers [5]. Studies have 
shown that individuals with aggressive periodontitis had a local 
deficiency of LL-37 [37]. In the present study both vitamin D and 
the analog appeared to increase the stimulation of LL-37, which 
may offer benefits to patients with aggressive periodontitis.

Conflicting reports are emerging on whether vitamin D is pro-
proliferative or anti-proliferative. Vitamin D appears to be anti-
proliferative in tumor cell lines [18,20,38,39] but stimulates 
proliferation in other types of cells [36,40,41]. When vitamin D 
and noncalcemic vitamin D analogs are used in the treatment 
of hyperproliferative skin disorders such as psoriasis, they have 
anti-proliferative effects [42]. Other studies have shown that 
vitamin D results in epidermal hyperplasia of human and mouse 
skin [41,43]. These conflicting reports may be related to the 
type of cell studied, concentration effects, factors present in 
the local environment, the medium being used, or the amounts 
of growth factors in the medium [41]. The analog used in this 
study previously was shown to have an anti-proliferative effect 
on tumor cells [18] and it also was slightly anti-proliferative to 
S-G epithelial cells.

The present study showed that vitamin D has a biphasic effect on 

Effects of vitamin D and vitamin D analogue on 
proliferation. S-G cells (2 × 103) were seeded into wells 
of 96-well plates, and cultured for 48 h in growth 
medium to achieve complete attachment and spreading 
of the cells. This medium was removed and serum-free 
DMEM was added and incubated for 24 h to render the 
cells synchronous and quiescent. The medium was then 
removed and the cells were cultured for 4 days in DMEM 
containing 0.1% NCS with or without vitamin D or the 
analog (0.1 nM-100 nM). BrdU was added to the cells 
and incubated for 4 hours. The BrdU detection assay was 
carried out and absorbance was read at 450 nm. Results 
of multiple experiments with triplicate samples were 
expressed as % control ± standard deviation.

Figure 3

 

In Vitro Wound Healing Assay. S-G cells were grown to 
confluency to create monolayers in 24-well tissue culture 
plates. Cells were serum starved with 0.1% serum for 
4 hours after reaching confluency and then a wound 
was created in each well with a sterile 200 μL pipet tip. 

The cells were then treated with 10nM of vitamin D or 
the analog in combination with anti-LL-37 (NA) or the 
control antibody (IgG) and cultured for 12 h. A motorized 
time lapse microscope was used for the wound 
assays equipped with an environmental chamber and 
maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2. Time-lapse images of the 
same fields of the wound margin were collected every 
30 min. during the 12 h viewing period, and the distance 
covered by the cells in the wound area was calculated 
for each condition. 1,25 D

3
 (Vitamin D), 20 D

3
 (Vitamin 

D analog), IgG (Control Antibody), NA (Neutralizing 
Antibody), EtOH (1% ethanol control). *At 6 hrs p<0.05 
between 1,25 D

3+IgG and EtOH, and 20 D
3+NA and EtOH, 

no significant difference between 1,25 D
3+NA and EtOH 

or 20 D
3+IgG and EtOH; ** At 12 hours p<0.001 between 

1,25 D
3+IgG and EtOH, 1,25 D

3+NA and EtOH, 20 D
3+NA 

and EtOH, and 20 D
3+IgG and EtOH.

Figure 5

Effect of neutralizing anti-LL-37 on proliferation. S-G cells 
(2 × 103) were seeded into wells of 96-well plates, and 
cultured for 48 h in growth medium to achieve complete 
attachment and spreading of the cells. This medium 
was removed and serum-free DMEM was added and 
incubated for 24 h to render the cells synchronous and 
quiescent. The medium was then removed and the cells 
were cultured for 4 days in DMEM containing 0.1% NCS 
with or without vitamin D or the analog (10 nM), with 
or without neutralizing anti-LL-37 (NAb) (in estimated 20-
fold molar excess over LL-37 levels) or the isotype control 
antibody (cIg). BrdU was added to the cells and incubated 
for 4 hours. The BrdU detection assay was carried out 
and absorbance was read at 450 nm. Results of multiple 
experiments with triplicate samples were expressed as % 
control ± standard deviation.

Figure 4
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gingival epithelial cell growth in vitro. Concentrations less than or 
equal to 10 nM stimulated cell proliferation under the conditions 
used in this study. However, 100 nM vitamin D suppressed cell 
growth. Similar results have been demonstrated in other studies 
[44]. The vitamin D analog used in this study did not follow 
this pattern of effect on proliferation, and actually appeared 
to be anti-proliferative in most concentrations used with this 
cell line. Although the analog did not stimulate proliferation, it 
demonstrated the same increase of wound closure as did vitamin 
D, indicating the mechanism of wound closure may involve 
an increase in the migratory capacity of the cells, rather than 
increased growth rates.

Vitamin D has been shown to be beneficial in wound healing 
[45]. Many proposed mechanisms of the benefits of vitamin D in 
wound healing involve the activation of the vitamin D receptor 
and increased production of human cathelicidin LL-37. The 
increase in LL-37 may prove to be beneficial due to its ability to 
exert an antimicrobial effect and to reduce production of pro-
inflammatory cytokines. In this study, we could not confirm 
that LL-37 is necessary to increase the rate of wound closure 
in an in vitro setting. Mechanisms other than LL-37 stimulation 
which cause an increase in the proliferation and migration of 
cells treated with vitamin D have been suggested. For example, 
Molinari [36] showed that an increase in proliferation and 
migration occurs in vitamin D supplementation involving a 
mechanism of vitamin D-induced eNOS dependent nitric oxide 
production. More investigation is needed to determine whether 
the increase in epithelial wound closure caused by vitamin D or 
the analog involves the nitric oxide pathway in S-G cells.

Our work showed that the vitamin D and the vitamin D analog 
increased the rate of wound healing in an in vitro model, with 
approximately 3.36 fold increase in wound closure at 12 hours 
compared to the control. This was not dependent on LL-37, and 
in the case of the analog, the increased rate of wound healing 
was not related to proliferation. Wong et al. have shown that 
vitamin D promotes vascular regeneration through mechanisms 
involving a chemotactic effect on angiogenic myeloid cells 
[46]. They suggested that a positive effect of vitamin D on 
re-endothelialization may be a consequence of promoting 
endothelial migration. Kogawa showed that vitamin D augmented 
the cell migration of giant cell tumor of bone [47], and Bakdash 
demonstrated that vitamin D increased migration of CD14+ 
dermal dendritic cells [48]. All this emerging evidence that vitamin 
D affects cell migration may suggest that the gingival epithelial 
cells used in this study showed an increase rate of wound closure 
when supplemented with vitamin D or the vitamin D analog due 
to an increase in the migration of the cells, regardless of the 
levels of LL-37.

The reason an analog was used in this study is that there has 
been controversy concerning the adequate amount of vitamin 
D required by individuals. Recent studies suggest that the daily 
required amount of vitamin D should be elevated to maximize 
its beneficial health effects. The Office of Dietary Supplements 
recommends that serum 25-hydroxy vitamin D levels in the serum 
should be greater than 50 nmol/L and the Institute of Medicine 
reported that levels above 125 nmol/L may potentially have 
adverse effects. The concentration of vitamin D used in this study 
was 10 nmol/L, which is 5 fold less than the optimum physiologic 
level. The major concern of elevated levels of vitamin D is related 
to hypercalcemia [49-51]. Animal studies involving vitamin D 
have shown that serum concentrations of 25-hydroxy vitamin 
D

3
 of 2.5 micromol/L can be accompanied by hypercalcemia 

[18,50]. Studies have demonstrated the efficacy of analogs of 
vitamin D (20-hydroxyvitamin D2 and 20-hydroxyvitamin D3), 
which has the ability to activate the vitamin D receptor yet 
not induce any significant elevation of serum calcium levels in 
animal models [18,52]. While 2 µg/kg of 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin 
D

3
 and 25 hydroxyvitamin D

2 induced significantly elevated 
amounts of calcium in the serum in an animal study, doses of 
up to 30 µg/kg of 20 hydroxyvitamin D

3
 did not significantly 

alter serum calcium levels [18]. The use of such analogs may 
prove advantageous in a clinical setting in order to maximize 
the benefits of vitamin D without subjecting the patient to 
hypercalcemia.

Although the vitamin D did cause a significant increase in 
the proliferation of the cell line at a concentration of 10 nM, 
this was not the case for the vitamin D analog which at some 
concentrations was anti-proliferative. Vitamin D and the 
vitamin D analog in this study at concentrations of 10 nM both 
increased LL-37 production, as well as the rate of in vitro wound 
healing, characteristics which may prove to be beneficial in 
conjunction with traditional periodontal treatment modalities 
when treating periodontal disease.
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